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How Does Car Detailing Help With Complete
Maintenance Of Vehicle?

The regular servicing, maintenance, and cleaning of the car is important for its prolonged
performance and efficiency. S.A.X Car Valet helps with comprehensive grooming and
maintenance of the car to enhance its outer look. The affordable packages include cleaning
and polishing along with both interior and exterior maintenance.
 
There are different types of treatment for car detailing Auckland like ozone treatment,
ceramic coating of the exterior, and polishing of the outer area. As one stop for overall
cleaning and detailing of the car and motorbike, advance techniques are used for cleaning and
bringing the much needed exterior shine.
 

Affordable Packages for the Vehicle for Cleaning
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The affordable packages starts with cleaning and car wash to keep it dirt free and remove all
the outside. However, car detailing has much more benefit as it provides long term well-being
of the vehicle. With he car detailing, it helps in good resale value for the vehicle.
 

The car detailing Auckland is treating the vehicle with not only washing with water but
waxing and polishing for the necessary shine.
The car detailing service cleans both the interior and exterior of the car with removal of
bugs, tar, grease, cleaning up the tires, vents, removal of the scratches, cleaning
windows etc.
It offers a long time shine to the vehicle and reduces showing the aging of the vehicle.
The service helps in fetching good amount for the vehicle.
The regular car wash helps with cleaning of the dust and maintains its fresh, new look
without spending a lot of money.

S.A.X Car Valet helps in reducing the tear and wear of the vehicle. A full all-inclusive package
includes washing of the vehicle both on exterior and deep cleaning inside. It includes door
panel cleaning, dashboard cleaning, cleaning of wheels and alloys, car washing, wax painting,
cleaning of the seats etc.
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